3. Particulars of assets and
proposal for disposal of
property in receivership
Loan assets
As discussed in our previous reports the recorded loan assets of PAC
and PIC have been realised by the receivers. No further material loan
related recoveries are expected.
Unsecured claims against Octaviar and OCVA
As previously reported,an unsecured claim of c.AUD372m was
lodged and formally admitted in the liquidation of Octaviar,the
ultimate parent entity of PAC’
s related parties. In November 2017
the liquidators of Octaviar announced an interim dividend process
whereby PAC was expected to receive associated distributions in two
tranches.
The first tranch (
NZ$2.9m)was received in January 2018. The
second tranch (
NZ$1.0m)was received in late March 2018,
subsequent to the period covered by this report.
Further recoveries are anticipated from PAC’
s claims in the
liquidations of OCVA and Octaviar once the liquidators complete
their administration. The timing and extent of these is unkown at
present as distributions are dependent on the outcome of recovery
actions and other creditor claim assessments being undertaken by
the liquidators.
We note that,in addition to the claims submitted by PAC,both
Octaviar and OCVA have debts outstanding to other creditors,and
the assets in these companies appear to be insufficient to meet all
liabilities in full.
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4. Particulars of debts and liabilities
outstanding and requiring to be
satisfied from the property in
receivership
Secured debenture holders
At the date of the receivership,PAC’
s records indicated it owed NZ$198.4m to
secured debenture holders and NZ$57.5m to unsecured note holders,
predominately located in New Zealand and Australia.
During the receivership to 14March 2018,interim distributions totalling $24m
had been made to secured debenture investors as follows:


NZ$4.35m on 22 December 2010;



NZ$4.05m on 18 February 2013



NZ$12.50m on 23 December 2014;and



NZ$3.10m on 9October 2015.

Subsequent to the period covered by this report,following receipt of
distributions received from the liquidators of Octaviar,a further dividend of
NZ$3.9m was made to secured debenture investors in April 2018. Based on
balances owing at the start of the Company’
s moratorium,this brings the total
amount repaid to approximately 32.9cents in the dollar.
In addition,we continue to arrange redistribution to investors with unclaimed
monies from the interim distributions as and when they are located or make
contact with our offices.
Due to the reliance on the outcome of the OCVA and Octaviar liquidations,it is
not possible to estimate the final return to secured debenture holders from the
receivership of PAC. As noted,we expect further recoveries from Octaviar and
OCVA,albeit we are unable to confirm the timing and extent of these at present.
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